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A variety of national efforts are underway…

◦ Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) - Roadway ADS Integration Concept of Operations

◦ USDOT / Institute of Transportation Engineers - Connected Transportation Interoperability (CTI) 
efforts

◦ Connected Vehicle Pooled Fund Study (CV PFS) - Connected Intersections Program

◦ USDOT - Work Zone Data Exchange specification



Ongoing evolution and uncertainty…

◦ What comes first: infrastructure vs. vehicle technologies

◦ FCC reallocation of the 5.9 GHz Spectrum

◦ Political uncertainty and  administration changes 

◦ Uncertain quality of products or data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Deployed DSRC infrastructure now turned off or removed, or limited capabilitiesMichigan DOT required RSUs at all new signalized intersections, but changedProduct manufacturers go bankrupt, unresponsive, or stop supporting productsStill a developing market – not all are interoperable or conform to standards



From demonstration to institutionalization…

◦ The AASHTO SPaT Challenge

◦ USDOT CV Pilots

◦ Work Zone Data Exchange Demonstration Grants

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Iowa – smart arrow board requirementsMichigan – RSU requirementBig data environments



Looking to the future….

◦ Roadway infrastructure and agency operations will be different in a future with automated driving 
systems (ADS) and fully automated vehicles

◦ FHWA Roadway ADS Integration Concept of Operations identified capabilities needed to support 
ADS integration

◦ Did not specify roles and responsibility – Federal agency, state and local DOTs, private sector automakers or 
third-parties, etc.

◦ Capabilities addressed identified needs in four categories:
◦ Planning and Policy (8)

◦ Cyberphysical (10)

◦ Operations and Services (13)

◦ Cross-cutting functions for Institutional Capability and Workforce, and Awareness and Engagement (4)

◦ Seven ADS integration scenarios to illustrate possible future state for various use cases



ADS Integration Scenario – ADS Vehicle 
Snowplow
◦ Scenario for a lead snowplow to be manually driven and two snowplows under ADS control 

following the lead vehicle on a multi-lane highway

◦ Accommodated by adjusted ramp meters or signal timings, supported by next-generation TMS

◦ Advance notice of snowplows to other ADS vehicles, and potentially all vehicles if DMS are present

◦ Supporting policies and a trained workforce help to operate and maintain ADS fleet vehicles

◦ Agency procedures govern how, when, and where to deploy ADS fleet vehicles for winter maintenance

◦ DOT garages and facilities are able to accommodate ADS fleet vehicles

◦ ADS fleet vehicles leverage sensors and available V2X communications to increase safety

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scenario DescriptionA winter storm has resulted in heavy snowfall for several hours. The local DOT has been continuously operating snowplows to clear the snow and treat the roads. As it is nearing the evening rush hour, there is urgency to clear the local freeway beltway as much as possible. The DOT organizes a team of three snowplows: a lead snowplow to be manually driven and two following snowplows to be under ADS control following the lead vehicle. After replenishing the materials to be distributed, the three vehicles depart the local maintenance shop and travel along surface roads, with the two ADS vehicles following the lead vehicle. The lead vehicle receives signal status information for each signal light and only proceeds through green lights if the timing allows all three vehicles to pass each signal (i.e., not interrupting the convoy of maintenance vehicles).The three vehicles reach the freeway on-ramp and proceed to the freeway. Once on the freeway, the lead vehicle positions in the third lane from the right, the second vehicle positions itself in the second lane from the right and behind the first vehicle, while the third vehicle positions itself in the first lane from the right and behind the second vehicle. This formation allows snow thrown from the lead vehicle and second vehicles to ultimately be thrown from the third vehicle onto the shoulder. The vehicles progress at a regular speed, clearing the snow. This agency operates ramp meters at on-ramps along this freeway and as the snowplows approach an on-ramp, communications between the snowplows and ramp meter cause the meters to temporarily remain in red to ensure no vehicles enter the freeway that might disrupt the convoy in place until after the snowplows have passed. Because the peak period has yet to begin, this does not excessively disrupt traffic. While the three snowplows are proceeding at a constant speed, it is slower than some vehicles are traveling. As ADS operated vehicles approach the convoy from the rear, the vehicles receive advanced notice of the snowplows and slow in anticipation of the plows and possible queues of traffic forming behind them. Humans that are operating non-ADS vehicles either view dynamic message signs (DMS) or have in-vehicle applications that alert them to the snowplow ahead.The three snowplows complete the loop around the beltway and exit at the same location where they entered the freeway. Once off the freeway, the vehicles proceed on local roads to the maintenance shop. On the return, it is not critical that all three vehicles remain in close proximity, so the lead vehicle does not pause at signalized intersections if there is risk the other vehicles will not pass. Eventually, all vehicles return to the maintenance shop. The sensors and equipment on all three vehicles used for communications and sensing the environment require additional attention to clear snow/debris from them than a non-ADS vehicle does. This upkeep is performed, and the vehicles are made ready for the next event.Scenario Without ADS IntegrationKey Challenges:The three snowplows may have been separated on the local roads (i.e., first two vehicles may have made a green stoplight but the third one stopped) causing them to be separated when they reached the freeway and require some distance/time to where they could rejoin as a convoy.The ramp meters would not have temporarily held vehicles to avoid interrupting the convoy.The other ADS vehicles would not have received the advance notice of the snowplows.The workforce needs and adjustment of career opportunities might not have accommodated the increased maintenance required for the ADS components. Without ADS integration, this trip may still happen safely, however the agency has developed procedures, trained its workforce, and modified winter maintenance and road operations for ADS fleet vehicles to operate safely.Scenario With ADS IntegrationKey Outcomes:Safe System. ADS vehicles and human drivers both received notices of the snowplow locations when advancing towards them.The physical roadway (striping, signal control, signs) was at an acceptable level of consistency and maintained properly to support on-board sensors and cameras. Therefore, they were recognized adequately by the ADS vehicles and no navigation issues were encountered.Efficient operations. Roadway was cleared during the snowstorm, with two fewer truck drivers than might have been required. ADS snowplows reduce the challenge on the agency to recruit qualified drivers for seasonal jobs and hired staff can be reallocated to perform other roles at the maintenance shop.Ramp metering supported by the ADS vehicle data avoided bottlenecks involving the snowplow convoy.Traffic signal status is available to the driver in the lead vehicle to know whether or not sufficient green time remains for the following ADS snowplows to clear the intersection.ADS snowplow vehicles operate in leader-follower mode but are also able to travel independently.Equitable benefits and impacts. ADS vehicle communications provide more information to support safer roadway operations for all users.Interoperable systems. The ADS vehicles provide information that is consumed by the agency ramp metering and DMS systems to adjust algorithms and post automated messages, respectively.ADS Integration - Functional Capabilities Included in the ScenarioCyber-Physical LayerCP-8. ADS vehicle uses information from vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastructure communications, increasing safety margins for the ADS fleet vehicles during both leader-follow and solo travel periods.CP-9. Next-Gen TMS are able to take actions (e.g., post messages to DMS and modify ramp meters) to support ADS snowplow operations.CP-10. DOT garages and facilities are able to accommodate ADS fleet vehicles.Operations and Services LayerOS-10. Agency processes and procedures are in place to govern how, when, and where to deploy ADS fleet vehicles for winter maintenance activities.  Planning and Policy LayerPP-3. Agency staff have conducted planning exercises to understand where and when to operate ADS fleet vehicles for winter maintenance activities.PP-5. Agency staff are trained to understand how to operate and maintain ADS fleet vehicles for winter maintenance activities.PP-8. Agency staff understand agency policies and rules for operating ADS fleet vehicles for winter maintenance activities. 



Capabilities to Support ADS 

◦ What actions may agencies consider now to prepare for this future that are reasonable 
◦ Low-risk
◦ No/low cost
◦ Provide benefits today

◦ Policy: Develop policies to support equity, encourage safe use, as needed

◦ Operations: Develop practices for sharing operational strategies

◦ Cyber-physical: Support for Alternative Fuel Infrastructure that is likely the backbone for several ADS 
uses

◦ Workforce: Develop agency workforce expertise 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Policy – think TNCs, curb space, parking, etc.Operations: Established practices for sharing operational strategies (e.g., construction and maintenance work zone activities, event parking plans, incident response, detours, managed lane activities) with ADS vehicles and receiving data from ADS vehicles, where appropriateCyberphyiscal: Support for Alternative Fuel Infrastructure (e.g., EV charging, hydrogen, or other emergent sources) that is likely the backbone for several ADS usesWorkforce: Agencies create and retain technical expertise to adequately lead, support, and (as needed) contract the decision-making, planning, design, implementation, operations, and maintenance of the cyber-physical infrastructure and ADS deployments



Utah DOT Snowplow 
Signal Pre-emption

◦ Leverages V2X technologies at connected 
intersections

◦ Snowplow preemption anticipates snowplow 
arrival and changes a red light to green to keep 
the plow moving at efficient speeds 
◦ Occurs when the salt or sand spreader is 

active.

◦ 132 equipped signalized intersections and 44 
equipped snowplows from 6 maintenance 
garages by end of 2021
◦ Plans to equip an additional 139 signalized 

intersections and 17 snowplows from 2 
additional maintenance garages in 2022.

Image source: Utah DOT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TSP and snowplow preemption differ in some ways. First, TSP provides conditional priority to a bus that is behind schedule and extends an existing green light, while. Second, the traffic signal system grants priority to emergency, UDOT, and UTA vehicles in that order, and when multiple vehicles from the same entity are present, priority is granted to the first arrival.Challenges:•	Different Types of Equipment. Installing the CV technologies on different versions of the equipment was a challenge for both UDOT and MnDOT given the different capabilities and interfaces for connections that are present, including different snowplow models, signal controllers, and CV technologies. However, once the deployers got over the learning curve then installation was generally faster. UDOT noted that newer plows have many electronics that raise some concerns about the new CV technology causing interference with the existing technologies on the plows.•	Route Planning. UDOT learned from plow operators what routes experienced issues that signal preemption might address, which were sometimes different from those initially prioritized by operations staff analysis. If plow operators said there were not issues on an identified corridor, UDOT trusted field staff to understand the conditions and issues experienced in order to use the technology where it was needed most. •	Signal Coordination. The UDOT signals group initially had concerns with granting signal preemption to plow vehicles along coordinated corridors but realized the occurrences would not be very frequent (i.e., about once per hour during a major storm) and signal coordination is not effective with vehicles traveling at slower speeds. As such, disruptions to signal coordination caused by plows were acceptable in order to clear the road faster and safely increase vehicle speeds. MnDOT signal operations staff had similar concerns about adjusting signal timings, but only permitted snowplow priority during overnight hours.•	Concerns with Operator Abuse of Pre-Emption. UDOT staff initially had some concerns about plow operators abusing the signal preemption capability, but this was resolved by equipping the CV technologies to activate signal preemption automatically when the salt or sand spreader was active.Benefits:Quick and efficient removal of snow from roadways is a key way to improve safety for the traveling public. Provision of signal preemption for snowplows that are equipped with CV technology at connected intersections when they are actively plowing snow allows the vehicle to keep moving through the intersection. As a result, more efficient snowplow operations can help to reduce crashes along urban corridors.A study conducted by UDOT in 2018  on the five CV-equipped corridors in the Salt Lake City metro area concluded that up to 89 crashes occur annually when those roads are snowy, icy or slushy. These conditions can be mitigated sooner by improving the efficiency of snowplow operations, hopefully reducing those crashes. An eight percent reduction in crashes was estimated for these initial five corridors by deploying snowplow signal preemption technologies. UDOT is currently sponsoring an evaluation to better understand the actual benefits of equipped snowplows versus those that are not equipped.Additionally, UDOT has heard a lot of positive anecdotal feedback from plow drivers about the technology allowing the plow vehicles to more easily platoon and stagger on a multi-lane road and clear left turn lanes side by side more efficiently without having to circle back.CONCLUSIONSBoth UDOT and MnDOT implemented the snowplow signal preemption/priority efforts as part of larger projects. UDOT leveraged existing investments and experiences in CV technologies with traffic signals and transit vehicles for initial snowplow preemption efforts, which were successfully demonstrated and are now being expanded into additional corridors and maintenance garages in the state. Specifically, UDOT plans to equip an additional 17 snowplows in 2022, for a total of 61 snowplows from 8 maintenance garages that will be equipped to request signal preemption from 271 equipped intersections. MnDOT successfully demonstrated the snowplow signal priority technology and concept, however limited benefits were realized since priority was only given during overnight hours. MnDOT has no plans at this time to further deploy this technology.UDOT noted that the upfront investments in traffic signal and CV software development, as well as experiences and lessons learned from early deployments have significantly reduced the costs incurred now to expand the applications and capabilities to additional intersections and plow vehicles. As an example, an OBU can generally be installed on a snowplow much faster if staff already have experience installing OBUs on that specific vehicle model. Additionally, UDOT benefitted from conversations with plow operators to understand where the preemption technology might be deployed to provide a greater benefit. 



Minnesota DOT Work 
Zone Data Initiative

◦ Developed a Vision and Concept of 
Operations for Work Zone Data Initiative

◦ Work Zone App developed and WZDx feed 
implemented as part of  WZDx
Demonstration Grant

◦ Image source: MnDOT



Kentucky 
Transportation Cabinet 
and Big Data
◦ Ingest and maintain a total of 55 TB of probe data 

with 26B stored records

◦ Leverage for a variety of planning and operations 
use cases

◦ Road weather, work zone, congestion, performance 
management

◦ Image source: KTC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Describe how states are equipping snow plows with sensors and plow cams to support MDSS and traveler information – another form of CVs.



Conclusion

◦ Every agency will deploy and respond to new technologies at a different pace

◦ Agencies are institutionalizing new practices today that already provide benefits, and are laying a 
foundation for a transformed future, whatever that may be
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